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 مجموعه سواالت

انگلیسیزبان   

 
 )به همراه پاسخنامه(

 

 کشور استخدام های آگهی مرجع بزرگترین )استخدام ای(

 استخدام آگهی ۰۳۳ از بیش روزانه و است کشور در استخدامی مرجع بزرگترین استخدام ای

 عنوان به سایت این. میگردد منتشر سایت این در کشور سراسر از شغلی موقعیت هزاران و

 دیگر ها خبرگزاری و ها سایت نشریات، مجالت، برای استخدام های آگهی و اخبار مرجع

 شده تفکیک آگهی ارسال هوشمند سرویس دهنده ارائه تنها استخدام ای. میشود محسوب

 .میباشد ایران در مربوطه قانونی مراجع از مجوز دارای شهر، و رشته اساس بر

 

e-estekhdam.com 
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1- Parents usually do not .................. children to stay up late at night.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) control                2) realize                3) permit                4) struggle 

2- Will/ the/ pick/ package/ where/ girl/ to/ the/ up/ registration/ tell/ you.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) Where the girl tell you to pick up the registration package 

2) The girl will tell you where pick up the registration package 

3) The girl will pick you up to tell where the registration package 

4) It is Alaska 

3- Take..................  and be on guard against those who try to decieve you.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) effort                        2) heed                        3) impact                        4) bring 

4- Mary, listen! I have a concern to discuss with you. "Concern" means$ ………….  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) problem                2) contact                3) wonder                4) measure 

5- ..................  Which was purchased from Russia in 1781, is the largest state in the US.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) When Alaska                2) Alaska                3) Alaska is that                4) about 

1- If I won the lottery, I ………… a house in the country.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) would Buy                2) have bought                3) will buy                4) would have bought 

8- Japan ……........ and exports electronic goods all over the world.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) permits                2) performs                3) promises                4) produces 

7- We were so busy that we had to$..................  going on holiday for a month.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 
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1) put off                2) put down                3) not to wait                4) not wait 

9- After any large earthquake, most people look …………$  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) extreme                2) destructive                3) complex                4) shocked 

11- The Egyptians coutructed wall and embankments..................  marvelous even today.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) who are considered        2) arc considered        3) which are considered        4) at 

11- He told me: “Please give my teacher a …………. to say that I am sick and I will be 

absent tomorrow.”  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) language                2) sentence                3) message                4) guidance 

12- The..................  of electricity are the lack of pollution and the ease of distribution.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) expressions                2) advantages                3) features                4) chargeable 

13- Mary has ………………. hair.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) Beautiful long black    2) Beautiful black long    3) black beautiful long    4) long 

beautiful black 

14- A large number of ..................  from different countries take part in the Olympic 

competitions.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) athletes                2) reporters                3) psychologists                4) foreigners 

15- I’m sick of my parents …………… me like a child.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) treating                2) managing                3) preferring                4) influencing 

11- Olympic games bring to gether thousands of the world,s finest 

athletes to..................  against one another.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) argue                2) congratulate                3) dependent                4) responsible 
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18- Our teacher usually asks the students..................  close attention when he,s 

teaching a new lesson.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) pay                        2) paying                        3) put away                        4) put out 

17- James did not know about the trip. He ………… have been informed about it earlier.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) might                        2) should                        3) would                        4) must 

19- The teacher didn,t answer the student,s question, as she thought it was ………… the 

topic.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) aware of        2) irrelevant to        3) specific to        4) interchangeable with 

21- The American economy ………. is already very bad, and it is getting worse.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) definition                2) continuation                3) situation                4) fascination 

21- We …………….. better hurry up or we’ll be late.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) would                        2) should                        3) had                        4) ought 

22- I,ve offered her the job, but I don,t know ………… she,ll accept it.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) whereas                2) since                3) because                4) whether 

23- Most students think about their examination papers ……… others do not.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) When                        2) so that                        3) whereas                        4) because 

24- Do you think people can be …………… and happy without having to work.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) available                2) healthy                3) nervous                4) safe 

25- A lot of people are ………… to go to the dentists. I don,t know why.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 
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1) confused                2) frightened                3) surprised                4) sufered 

21- A: "Tina went to sleep very early last night." 

B: "She ………… very tired then."  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) must be                2) should be                3) should have been                4) must have 

been 

28- A: How many scientists took part in the conference? B: ………… 51  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) Mostly                2) Nearly                3) Primarily                4) Immediately 

27- having children is a big ………….. and I,m not sure I,m ready for that yet.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) solution                2) procedure                3) employment                4) responsibility 

29- The teacher told us that exam papers..................  next week.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) will correct                2) would correct                3) were told                4) will be told 

31- It was very ………… to have so little control over my life.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) surprising                2) normal                3) probable                4) economical 

31- Ahmad has listened to the music ………….. morning.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) for                        2) at                        3) since                        4) by 

32- They made any ………… to find the solution to the problem.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) endeavor                2) practice                3) instruction                4) situation 

33- After has we had dinner, my sister ………….. the dishes.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) washed                        2) found                        3) brushed                        4) watered 

34- I am not ………… to take any risks in my business.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) possible                2) willing                3) necessary                4) frightening 
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35- All the cake..................  by the hungry children since their mother left them alone.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) has been eaten        2) have been eaten        3) will be corrected        4) would be 

corrected 

31- What do you think is the best solution ………. the problem?  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) to                        2) on                        3) for                        4) with 

38- How well the crops will grow depends on the quality and ………… of the soil.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) definition                2) condition                3) conclusion                4) prediction 

37- If You haven’t got enough money to pay the doctor, what …………?  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) you will do                2) you do                3) will you do                4) did you do 

39- These shoes are …………$small that I can,t wear them.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) so                        2) too                        3) very                        4) such 

41- Brutal..................  of children in the orphanage was disclocsed by the investigation.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) warn                        2) exhaustion                        3) shock                        4) even 

41- They did a ………… performance on the first night to raise money for AIDS research.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) charity                2) facial                3) painful                4) famous 

42- I Will have my soon ………………… in that institute.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) to train                2) train                3) training                4) trained 

43- The president,s..................  of the crisis was widely applauded.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) handling                2) responding                3) promoting                4) fields 
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44- ……………. Is it from Barcelona to Madrid?  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) How far                2) How long                3) How much                4) How many 

45- A gold medal was ..................  to the winer.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) described                2) remembered                3) awarded                4) prepared 

41- I believe children must be ………… in road safety.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) instructed                2) evaluated                3) predicted                4) prevented 

48- ..................  riding bicycle is a good leg exercise, it doesn,t use up a lot of calories.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) As                2) Because                3) Although                4) have been 

47- some women are forced to make a ………. between their fami ly and their job.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) track                2) review                3) departure                4) choice 

49- Today we didn’t have class …………. The teacher was absent.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) so                        2) whenever                        3) because                        4) however 

51- It was ………… strong earthquake that killed thousands of people.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) so                        2) too                        3) a very                        4) such a 

51- He ………… breakfast yesterday.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) Hadn’t                2) no had                3) didn’t have got                4) didn’t have 

52- Ali is..................  a clever student that he understands the lesson very 

quickly.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) so                        2) too                        3) such                        4) neither did 
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53- A movement of your hands, arms, or head that shoes how you feel or think is called 

……………..  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) puzzle                2) struggle                3) pressure                4) gesture 

54- We always..................  our weekly meetings in this room.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) help                        2) hurl                        3) hold                        4) harm 

55- She hates being divorced. She is determined to ………… her marriage.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) rise                        2) hold                        3) save                        4) damage 

51- We live in a developing country and we must try to .................. our conditions of 

living.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) ignore                        2) improve                        3) limit                        4) cure 

58- ………… the museum was not damaged by the earthquake.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) Terribly                2) Luckily                3) Necessarily                4) Straightly 

57- We were watching TV all evening ………… we had nothing better to do.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) as                        2) if                        3) so that                        4) whether 

59- He,s..................  to do that job.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) too lazy                2) lazy enough                3) very lazy                4) too 

11- The new restaurant in Bahar street is very good. I ……….. it.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) calculate                2) handle                3) provide                4) recommend 

11- She has a bad..................  of leaving her books all over the floor.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) figure                2) habit                3) career                4) expressed 
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12- Our national football team was$ ………… from the World Cup last year.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) reduced                2) recalled                3) followed                4) omitted 

13- They knew English and she..................  too.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) do                        2) did                        3) know                        4) likes 

14- He is a very good man, always working hard to help those many poor people living 

in the ………… of the city.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) outlines                2) slums                3) convents                4) sufferings 

15- A: "Why do we go to the barber,s?" 

B: "we go to the barber,s..................  "  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) to get our hair to cut        2) to have our hair to cut        3) to get our hair cut        4) 

would be 

11- This book is very large, it is..................  heavy for little girl to carry.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) so                        2) too                        3) enough                        4) harder 

18- That man ………… stealing the money.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) repairs                2) denies                3) informs                4) invents 

17- An element is a substance which cannot be decomposed into other substances.  

"Decomposed" means ……………………..  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) made of                2) Put away                3) given up                4) broken down 

19- "Do you want to play tennis today?"  

"No, I don,t have …………… time to play."  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) so                        2) too                        3) such                        4) enough 
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81- I think we have just enough gasoline to reach our ………… .$  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) destination                2) imagination                3) extinction                4) inaction 

81- When you think of Switzerland’s ………………….. you think of mountain.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) churches                2) features                3) measures                4) pressures 

82- An asset is anything that is …………. and has money value.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) earned                2) held                3) purchased                4) learned 

83- …………… maxima is a very nice car, it is extremely expensive to run.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) while                        2) since                        3) when                        4) If 

84- Mother warned her son$………… the electric wires. "They are dangerous."  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) not touching        2) to not touch        3) not to touch        4) does not touch 

85- Only one hundred years ago. it took at least five days to cross the Atlantic, ………… 

nowadays it is of hours.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) even though                2) therefore                3) whereas                4) moreover 

81- This book will ………… you with all the information you need.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) react                2) evaluate                3) provide                4) mental 

88- Some of the information ………… into the brain is forgotten.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) which going                2) going                3) gone                4) which go 

87- It isn,t..................  to shout while you are talking on the phone.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) variable                2) urgent                3) available                4) corrected 
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89- Someone who is good at sport and takes part in sports competitions is called a/an 

……………  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) partner                2) swimmer                3) athlete                4) winner 

71- It is cold in the mountains and it is important to make sure your are wearing 

………….. clothing.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) safe                2) common                3) sufficient                4) fashionable 

71- The teacher told us that exam papers ……………… next week?  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) Will correct        2) would correct        3) will be corrected        4) would be corrected 

72- Woman: "Excuse me, I can,t find the book for history 111  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) In a library 

2) In the school bookstore 

3) In a department store 

4) We are going to get a mechanic repair our car to next week. 

73- He agreed with me ………… , although I hadn,t talked about it before.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) awfully                2) properly                3) entirely                4) comfortably 

74- ………… my friend was as tall as me, I was a little older than him.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) As                        2) Even                        3) Although                        4) Yet 

75- Most students are studying hard$ ………… prepare themselves for their exams.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) so as                2) so that                3) in order to                4) in order that 

71- Amir is terribly sick, lie is ndvised In have a / an..................  by the 

doctor.  (e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) operation                2) organization                3) limitation                4) color 

78- A policeman came to ………… the scene of the accident.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) remove                2) evaluate                3) observe                4) cause 

77- Over half his speech was ………… the issue of unemployment.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) devoted to                2) composed in                3) combined with                4) distracted 

from 

79- The lifeguard ordered me..................  in the deepend of the pool.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) swim                2) do not swim                3) not lo swim                4) swimming 

91- We never learned anything in our history class–we just sat at the back of the class 

…........  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) orbiting                2) winning                3) giggling                4) searching 

91- Is there anywhere quiet we can go to talk in …………? I don,t want anybody to hear 

what I want to say.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) noiseless                2) respectful                3) private                4) honest 

92- The hurricane,s violent winds brought..................  to the coastal town.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) shortage                2) respect                3) fortune                4) organized 

93- I asked Donald to play with me, but he …………………. .  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) upset                2) refused                3) replied                4) destroyed 

94- Tom is very lazy. He cannot work well. Tom is ………… to work well.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) so lazy                2) such lazy                3) too lazy                4) very lazy 

95- The book ………….. is not in the library.  (e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) I need                2) I need it                3) that I need it                4) which I need it 

91- I’ve had two job offers, and I’m in a real …………. over which one to accept.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) hatred                2) tension                3) quandary                4) discord 

98- A:What is the opposite of safe?  

B: It is ……………….  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) difficult                2) quick                3) clean                4) dangerous 

97- The journey ………… takes about two hours, so I usually amuse myself with reading 

papers.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) firmly                2) normally                3) previously                4) publicly 

99- A person who studies the mind and its processes, is called a ..................  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) dentist                2) psychologist                3) chemist                4) physician 

111- She was forced to have ………… with the secret police.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) explorations                2) predictions                3) destinations                4) connections 

111- We had to use..................  to open the locked suitcase.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) ability                2) capacity                3) to telling                4) to tell 

112- He has a pretty garden. "Pretty" means:  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) good                        2) fun                        3) beautiful                        4) early 

113- Why did you come to school late?  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) have to                        2) had to                        3) must                        4) could 

114- The central part of an apple is the..................  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) core                        2) source                        3) base                        4) lines 
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115- The company provides some$………… on how to operate any computer.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) destinations                2) instructions                3) organizations                4) involvements 

111- He has recently bought a ………… car.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) white beautiful Japanese big 

2) beautiful white big Japanese 

3) beautiful big white Japanese 

4) Japanese big beautiful white 

118- A …….. wind broke all the young trees.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) forceful                2) frightful                3) helpful                4) hopeful 

117- He can tell us everything about the matter because he has a lot 

of ..................  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) celebration                2) information                3) population                4) invitation 

119- John is the manager, you need to speak to ………….  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) it                        2) him                        3) her                        4) you 

111- were is your father now?  

He drove to shiraz yesterday morning. He ………… there by now.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) could be                2) ought to be                3) must be                4) should be 

111- You can..................  your jacket. It is too warm in the room.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) find out                2) pick up                3) lake off                4) turn on 

112- Each year people see a few ………….… things that scientists can’t name.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 
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1) angry                        2) afraid                        3) strange                        4) blow 

113- She was..................  a piece of cloth over the dishes in order to dry them.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) cleaning                2) washing                3) rubbing                4) control 

114- She was trying to design a building by..................  a computer.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) think of                2) looking at                3) meaning                4) exist 

115- He was driving in such a terrific speed that he couldn,t avoid hitting the other car.  

"Terrific" means ………………….  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) extreme                2) exciting                3) specific                4) speculative 

111- No one had been forced to help; they were all there on a/an ………… basis.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) aware                2) ordinary                3) voluntary                4) precious 

118- Billy,s mother advised him ………… too near the lion,s cage in the zoo.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) not go                2) not to go                3) to not go                4) does not go 

117- The eye is$to light.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) desirable                2) durable                3) damaging                4) conductive 

119- It is very important for her..................  exactly as the doctor says.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) do                        2) does                        3) doing                        4) to do 

121- Here is some ………… information about the history of Iran.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) useful                2) careful                3) successful                4) powerful 

121- “Those cases look heavy “   
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“…………….. carry one for you ? “   

“That’s very nice of you “  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) will I                2) Do I have                3) Shall I                4) Do it 

122- A knee injury ………… him from playing football.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) removed                2) prevented                3) performed                4) connected 

123- I haven’t had lunch with my mother ………… a year ago.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) since                        2) ….                        3) for                        4) during . 

124- I ……………. Working at night nowadays.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) used to                2) used                3) am used to                4) would 

125- He looked down at the floor in an attempt to hide his ……….. .  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) explanation                2) involvement                3) embarrassment                4) 

presentation 

121- There are thinly ………… areas in our country.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) ranked                2) magnified                3) populated                4) reflected 

128- Tellers …………… the responsibility for the safety of depositor,s funds.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) keep                        2) present                        3) provide                        4) share 

127- Unfortunately, many people ………. Confidence in their own abilities.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) interfere                2) lack                3) disappoint                4) prevent 

129- Nowadays people require to ………… information as well.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) share                2) define                3) process                4) transport 

131- It is not a long time that the computer has been..................  (e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) published                2) maintained                3) invented                4) frightened 

131- $The windows were ………… all night because of the wind.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) relaxing                2) experiments                3) assignments                4) explorations 

132- The answer must..................  written on side of the paper only.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) be                        2) have                        3) had                        4) will shock 

133- How can she ………… on such a small salary?  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) survive                        2) estimate                        3) hire                        4) devote 

134- The topic suggested by the teacher was ………… one that attracted us all.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) interesting                2) interested                3) an interesting                4) an interested 

135- If you look carefully, you might find the letter ………… those papers.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) between                        2) among                        3) inside                        4) into 

131- It takes a long time to ………… a foreign language.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) forward                2) speculate                3) master                4) restate 

138- A: "Which train did he catch?" 

B: "He$………… the eleven o,clock train."  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) may catch        2) should catch        3) may have caught        4) should have caught 

137- An infant who drinks enough milk will not be..................  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) unexpected                2) unbalanced                3) unnourished                4) means 

139- The  new  …………… has  shown  that  human  language  is  much  older  than  we 

previously thought.  (e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) practice                2) research                3) service                4) interest 

141- It,s going to be a hard competition, but I,m physically and ………… prepared for it.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) silently                2) mentally                3) smoothly                4) similarly 

141- Barbara …………. The TV because she was tired of listening to the news.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) searched for                2) turned off                3) gave back                4) took away 

142- When did the rain start?  

It Started as soon as you …………….?  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) have telephoned        2) had telephoned        3) telephoned        4) would be 

telephoned 

143-   (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) Where playing Manchester United? 

2) Where is playing Manchester United? 

3) Where is Manchester United playing? 

4) Where playing is Manchester United? 

144- Some people like cream and sugar in their coffee, ………… others like it black.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) when                        2) whereas                        3) whether                        4) because 

145- Ask him. He will ………… lend you the money you need.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) recently                2) certainly                3) economically                4) firmly 

141- you must ………….. milk before using it.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) clean                        2) boil                        3) move                        4) return 
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148- He arrived ………… Heathrow airport on Friday morning.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) in                        2) at                        3) on                        4) by 

147- A box in which honey – bees live is called a …………….  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) bloom                        2) hive                        3) comb                        4) scent 

149- ……….. orange juice in the fridge.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) There isn’t no        2) There is any        3) There isn’t any        4) There aren’t no 

151- The government needs a more ………………. Approach to education.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) flexible                2) physical                3) fashionable                4) emotional 

151- These people are ………… boring that we hate to visit them.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) so                        2) too                        3) such a                        4) enough 

152- He works at the theatre, …………?  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) doesn’t he?                2) does he?                3) isn’t he?                4) didn’t he? 

153- After what happened yesterday, I have no …………. But to ask you to leave.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) method                2) authority                3) procedure                4) alternative 

154- Students should make ………… to learn the different tasks of a computer.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) instruction                2) confidence                3) competition                4) endeavour 

155- "How did he swim?" "He swam.................. "  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) quick                        2) rapid                        3) careful                        4) fast 

151- Don,t forget to..................  the lights when you leave.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) turn on                        2) point to                        3) paid                        4) to pay 
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158- We will soon have ……….. pay programmers to reward top researchers in our 

institute.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) Obvious                2) variable                3) principal                4) perspective 

157- They live on a busy street ………… a lot of noise from the traffic.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) It must be        2) There must be        3) It must have        4) There must have 

159- The cinema ………… in the square nearby is very wonderful.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) locates                2) locating                3) to locate                4) located 

111- Unfortunately we don’t have enough ……………. to solve the problem.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) water                2) science                3) knowledge                4) point 

111- There has been a..................  change in the production of the car factories in 

recent years.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) complete                2) deep                3) disturbed                4) informed 

112- To analyze financial ……………… we must study financial statements of the past 5  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) management                2) markets                3) trends                4) policies 

113- she has ….........….. her family and refuses to have any contact with them.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) denied                2) designed                3) recalled                4) involved 

114- When she was a child, she was..................  by her unt who lived with 

them.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) brought up                2) made of                3) pick up                4) turn off 
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115- The research done produced ………… that surprised almost everyone.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) results                2) pioneers                3) endeavors                4) impressions 

111- I can,t talk to peter. I wish I ……………. How to speak English.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) Knew                2) know                3) had known                4) have known 

118- Goods ……….. in automated factories are cheaper.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) manufacture        2) manufactured        3) manufacturing        4) are manufacturing 

117- This medicine will ………… the illness from getting worse.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) enhance                2) react                3) prevent                4) disturb 

119- The general weather conditions usually found in a particular place is called …………  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) smoke                        2) fog                        3) storm                        4) climate 

181- $Tokyo and New York are major ………… centers.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) financial                2) economical                3) proud                4) artificial 

181- I will go with you to school if you …………… slowly.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) drive                2) driving                3) drove                4) will drive 

182- My father went to bed early …….. he was very tired last night.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) So as                2) whether                3) although                4) because 

183- Although he usually prefers to be alone, he ………… our invitation to stay the whole 

afternoon with us.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) offered                2) allowed                3) accepted                4) lowered 

184- He was really sorry..................  the mistake.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) about                        2) for                        3) about                        4) on 
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185- The point of my question may not be..................  understood.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) surprisingly                2) interestingly                3) immediately                4) culture 

181- These books are divided into ……………. according to subjects.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) categories                2) proportions                3) strategies                4) references 

188- I was ………… composing the letter I would write later.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) mentally                2) centrally                3) physically                4) briefly 

187- At the moment, the only reports that are ………… exact are from the I RIB.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) efficiently                2) successfully                3) reasonably                4) immediately 

189- Doctors are ………… to report certain serious diseases.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) required                2) referred                3) removed                4) released 

171- Her work performance didn,t come up to her employer,s …………  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) features                2) amounts                3) situations                4) expectations 

171- Germany is a(n) ..................  country. There are a lot of factories there.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) average                2) industrial                3) international                4) recorded 

172- What are the main events of your life? "Events" means ..................  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) The happenings        2) The painful days        3) The happy days        4) The experiences 

173- Some of the studies show good results, ………… others do not.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) since                        2) when                        3) whether                        4) whereas 

174- It is possible to..................  a lot of information in a computer.  (e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) store                        2) memorize                        3) work                        4) tool 

175- When the president travels, strict..................  measures are taken.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) hesitation    2) argument    3) isolation    4) Looking for India, while America was 

discovered columbus. 

171- There are talks about the ………. of petrol.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) import                        2) snack                        3) progress                        4) degree 

178- Watching TV for a long time has a bad$.................. on your eyesight.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) degree                        2) effect                        3) choice                        4) channel 

177- Our teacher didn,t explain some of the …………$points well; that,s why the students 

have problems.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) confuse                2) confusedly                3) confusing                4) confused 

179- A person who goes to another country to teach people about a religion is called a 

………… .  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) teacher                2) missionary                3) passenger                4) psychologist 

191- After the accident, it was a long time before he returned to his ………… mental 

state.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) former                2) useless                3) similar                4) personal 

191-   (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) so                        2) since                        3) whereas                        4) whether 

192- They moved to the village to get rid of the ………… of urban life.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) occasions                2) functions                3) results                4) pressures 
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193- In doing a test, first we should read the..................  carefully.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) decisions                2) collections                3) instructions                4) behave 

194- I’ve lost my keys. I can’t find them …………  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) anywhere                2) nowhere                3) nothing                4) somewhere 

195- I asked ……….. to use ………… pen.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) hers – her                2) her – her                3) her – hers                4) hers – hers 

191- A: "Where,s Phillip?" 

B:"I realty don,t know. He ………… to the park."  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) might go                2) should go                3) might have gone                4) should have 

gone 

198- If the company needs more production, its manager should have a 

successful..................  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) diplomacy                2) time                3) transportation                4) neither can 

197- We will ………… new computers for all the schools over the next year.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) follow                2) improve                3) provide                4) perform 

199- He may die unless he is taken to hospital …………  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) immediately                2) previously                3) necessarily                4) anxiously 

211- My father wasn’t rich enough to buy me a bicycle when I was a child. I wish he 

……………… Rich.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) was                        2) were                        3) had been                        4) has been 

211- for/ India/ was/ while/ looking/ discovered/ her/ Columbus/ America  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) While columbus was discovered America, looking for India. 
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2) While he was looking for India, America discovered columbus. 

3) While he was looking for India, columbus discovered America. 

4) The girl will tell you to pick up where the registration package 

212- She is very good at ………… her duties.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) winning                2) releasing                3) following                4) contrast 

213- I kept him waiting for such a long time ………… .  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) that he got so angry 

2) to get him angry enough 

3) because it got him very angry 

4) for getting him too angry 

214- The number of laborers employed in$ ………… cars has decreased over the recent 

years.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) magnifying                2) industrializing                3) manufacturing                4) combining 

215- the kitchen can’t be dirty he …………  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) is just clean it        2) have just cleaned it        3) just clean it        4) has just cleaned it 

211- lie could..................  the problem from all angles.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) spread                        2) approach                        3) save                        4) respect 

218- In some countries, if you have too many accidents you will be..................  from 

driving for some months.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) finished                2) banned                3) fined                4) means of 

217- Favorable weather is..................  to a good harvest.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) ineffective                2) inevitable                3) crucial                4) abuse 
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219- We could buy a ………… blouse from that store.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) nice blue cotton Korean 

2) nice blue Korean cotton 

3) blue nice Korean cotton 

4) Korean blue cotton nice 

211- the products of this company contain no ………… materials.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) physical                2) mental                3) central                4) artificial 

211- he has long legs and walks with …………………….. steps.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) giant                2) extra                3) crowded                4) immediate 

212- This building had ………… been used as a hotel.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) similarly                2) previously                3) reasonably                4) interchangeably 

213- If your little sister cut her hand with a knife, what..................  you do?  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) did                        2) do                        3) would                        4) was shown 

214- This is large house with much ……………… for improvement.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) policy                2) insight                3) scope                4) intensity 

215- He is studying the..................  of the climate on agricultural 

productions.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) respect                2) account                3) influence                4) personality 

211- Did you open the cage and let the birds ..................  ?  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) keep a way                2) fly away                3) pick up                4) turn off 

218- I haven’t got ……….. .  (e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) no money                2) money                3) any money                4) some money 

217- Does Mary know whom ………… at the last party?  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) they met                2) they meet                3) do they meet                4) did they meet 

219- A: "Nobody could move the piano." 

B: "I think it was ………… to move."  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) such heavy                2) too heavy                3) very heavy                4) so heavy 

221- Some stars are..................  far away to be seen without a telescope.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) so                        2) such                        3) too                        4) much lazier 

221- Students should have more respect for their teachers, ……………  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) haven’t they        2) shouldn’t they        3) don’t they have        4) shouldn’t they have 

222- She has never..................  the book she borrowed two month ago.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) given up                2) taken off                3) given back                4) instance 

223- We are primarily concerned with keeping our promise. "Primarily" means …………  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) similarly                2) mainly                3) continuously                4) efficiently 

224- The storybook looks very old. It..................  written many years ago.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) had                2) has                3) would be published                4) would publish 

225- I,ve lost one of my gloves. I ………….. it somewhere.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) must drop        2) should drop        3) should have dropped        4) must have dropped 

221- We haven’t got ………… mineral water.  (e-estekhdam.com) 
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1) a lot                        2) little                        3) too                        4) much 

228- We sometimes stayed out late, ………… we were told to get home before twelve.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) although                2) so that                3) so as to                4) because 

227- Trees have been felled in order to block roads, "fell" means$………… .  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) cut down                2) turn off                3) put off                4) turn down 

229- Most of the fish in the river will die soom if the level of ………… is not reduced.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) pollution                2) production                3) nutrients                4) extinction 

231- We have been advised not to risk ………… in these countries.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) travel                2) travelling                3) travelled                4) to travel 

231- I want to go back to work if I can find somebody to………… the children.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) call up                2) energy                3) weight                4) strength 

232- We expected the tower …………… before we returned home from our holiday.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) to build                2) to built                3) to be built                4) to be building 

233- ..................  the principals but also the teachers have had their pay 

increased.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) Not only                        2) Neither                        3) Even                        4) chase 

234- We have a great religious$..................  on the 15th of Sha,ban.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) celebration                2) observation                3) composition                4) calculation 
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235- Computers can control the ………………. Of all spacecraft’s through space.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) orbiting                2) inventing                3) attracting                4) stretching 

231- The fact that I am as old as you does not make any …………$  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) pattern                2) content                3) average                4) difference 

238- The river is quite shallow, meaning that it is not ..................  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) very long                2) very wide                3) narrow                4) deep 

237- ………… I love swimming, I want to go to the swimming pool.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) As                        2) whereas                        3) Whether                        4) while 

239-   (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) Always he wakes up at 9011 

2) He wakes up at always 9011 

3) He always wakes up at 9011 

4) He wakes always up at 9011 

241- the police ordered me …….. anyone go out of the building.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) not let                2) do not let                3) not letting                4) not to let 

241- The street was..................  crowded that cars were unable to pass easily.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) very                        2) enough                        3) so                        4) very old 

242- Where have you put my keys?   

I clearly remember ………………… them on the table last night.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) to leave                2) left                3) did leave                4) leaving 
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243- A …............ is the top of a box which can be removed when you want to open the 

box.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) lid                        2) wire                        3) tower                        4) measure 

244- Mina ………… absent from class this morning. I didn,t see her.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) should have been                2) too                3) very                4) such 

245- I thought we could sit under a tree and rest but I found that we …………. By many 

people around.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) are watched        2) have been watching        3) were watching        4) were being 

watching 

241- A group of people having the same religion, job, etc. is called a …………$  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) unit                2) missionary                3) government                4) community 

248- Some people aren,t .................. of themselves for telling lies,  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) shamed                2) composed                3) disturbed                4) informed 

247- He didn,t receive his letters because they were sent to a different ………… address.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) willing                2) call out                3) look for                4) look after 

249- The government has been blamed for not answering ………… to the needs of the 

homeless.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) appropriately                2) comfortably                3) artificially                4) surprisingly 

251- There used to be a closer ………… between arts and sciences than there is today.  

(e-estekhdam.com) 

1) imagination                2) impression                3) exploration                4) connection 

251- Don,t talk. You may ………… the driver,s attention from the road.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 
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1) distract                2) damage                3) stretch                4) recognize 

252- Psychologists believe that..................  does not take place at an even pace.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) forgetting                2) lo forget                3) forget                4) forgotten 

253- I can,t find today,s newspaper. Somebody ………… it away.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) must throw        2) should throw        3) must have thrown        4) should have thrown 

254- spent ages..................   it, before I found it.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) looking for                2) looking after                3) looking at                4) look up 

255- He didn,t wear warm clothes, ………… it was very cold.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) though                        2) since                        3) whereas                        4) because 

251- Most high buildings are ………… in the north of our city.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) located                2) interested                3) attached                4) entered 

258- A: oh! My God, I,m sleepy.  

B: Me too. I wish we ……….. the party.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) leave                2) will leave                3) had left                4) could leave 

257- I ………… think she should be blamed for the difficulties she had been having.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) personally                2) mailing                3) contrasting                4) surrounding 

259- His speech ………… the importance of attracting industry to the towns.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) realized                2) emphasized                3) influenced                4) managed 

211- Since he has stopped  .................. he feels much better.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) smokes                2) smoking                3) smoke                4) to smoke 
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211- He..................  by the police these days.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) is being watched        2) has been watched        3) was watched        4) were robbed 

212- The water in this area contains a small ………… of calcium and other minerals.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) effect                2) amount                3) account                4) function 

213- The fire spread ………… quickly that the fire department couldn,t control it.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) too                        2) so                        3) very                        4) much 

214- People of other nationalities ...............… to take part in the Olympics two centuries 

ago.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) hadn’t invited        2) didn’t invite        3) weren’t invited        4) hadn’t been invited 

215- I …………….. you for helping the poor so much.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) raise                2) admire                3) realize                4) encourage 

211- Women are ………… from going out without a scarf in this country.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) forbidden                2) organized                3) removed                4) handled 

218- My father asked me …………….. drive so fast.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) not to                        2) don’t                        3) I don’t                        4) to not 

217- To know the exact meaning of a word, one has to …………. In a good dictionary.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) call it up                2) Put it on                3) look it up                4) turn it on 

219- A planned series of actions for achieving something is called$ ………… .  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) advisability                2) confidence                3) strategy                4) mystery 
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281- Most teachers..................  on how nice my composition was.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) performed                2) instructed                3) commented                4) would 

281- Minoo said, "I like history. It,s very interesting."  

I think she is interested …………… history.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) to                        2) of                        3) at                        4) in 

282- All of the performers played ………… in the concert.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) fortunately                2) mainly                3) wonderfully                4) economically 

283- The people ………… in line to get into the theater were cold and wet.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) stood                2) stand                3) standing                4) to stand 

284- Can computers ………… different objects without any instructions?  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) inform                2) compose                3) predict                4) design 

285- It is ………… knowledge that swimming is one of the best forms of exercise.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) serious                2) average                3) common                4) efficient 

281- There is no food left  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) should eat        2) must eat        3) should have eaten        4) must have eaten 

288- he’s looking forward ………….. that film.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) to see                        2) seeing                        3) see                        4) to seeing 

287- ..................  occures when a matter is heated.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) consumption                2) Reduction                3) Expansion                4) unqualified 
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289- We are ………… prices on all our products so that we can sell more of them.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) recording                2) ignoring                3) lowering                4) employing 

271- It took hours to ………. The car from the sand and go on with our trip.  (e-

estekhdam.com) 

1) extricate                2) discard                3) preclude                4) elevate 

271- Has Mr. Brown arrived …………?  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) already                        2) still                        3) now                        4) yet 

272- The film was of high ………… value but didn,t teach us anything.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) definition                2) achievement                3) direction                4) entertainment 

273- She is the girl..................  whom I told you.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) for                        2) to                        3) by                        4) So that 

274- It would cost a lot to rebuild the houses ………… in the earthquake that happened a 

week ago.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) destroyed        2) were destroyed        3) which destroyed        4) they were destroyed 

275- We are ………… him finishing the job on Friday.  (e-estekhdam.com) 

1) keeping up                2)depending on                3) concentrating on                4) passing 

on 
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